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01/20– Quantum gravity (QG)
QG is an umbrella name labeling theories attempting to
quantize the gravitational force.
Three main motivations: (1) unify the forces of Nature; (2)
resolve the singularities of general relativity (big bang, black
holes); (3) resolve the  problem.
Commonplaces:
Gravity has not been quantized consistently so far. It has, in
several different ways.
Quantum gravities are too abstract and they do not make
physical predictions. Many do.
Quantum gravities cannot be tested at scales above Planck
(SM, post-inflationary). They can.
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02/20– Perturbative QG
Effects important at high curvature, high energy, short distances,
or early times. Example:
L = R+ O(R2)
Dimensional argument: in homogeneous cosmology, with only
the Planck scale `Pl and the Hubble scale H available,
perturbative quantum corrections are of the form
(`PlH)n
today
= (`PlH0)n  (10 60)n; n = 1; 2; 3; : : :
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Thank you for your attention!
. . . Hold on . . .
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03/20– Motivations
How to evade the dimensional argument:
1 change topic;
2 go at early times when H was much bigger (inflation);
3 consider models with a third scale Lfl `Pl in the system,
quantum corrections  `aPlH
bLc with a  b+ c = 0, not all of
them small [Bojowald, G.C., Tsujikawa, PRL 2011];
4 consider non-perturbative QG effects.
QG and GWs:
Growing literature, but little or no knowledge about
non-perturbative effects.
Any imprint in GW production or propagation? Which
theories?
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05/20– Universal features in quantum gravity
All theories of quantum gravity have something in common:
Dimensional flow: Changing behaviour of correlation
functions, spacetime with scale-dependent dimension d.
d < 4 in the UV. Universal feature in QG [’t Hooft 1993; Carlip 2009;
G.C. PRL 2010; Carlip 2017].
Fuzziness: intrinsic uncertainty in measurements of times
and distances.
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06/20– Dimensional flow
Universal non-perturbative effect (present at all scales): running
Hausdorff and spectral dimensions.
dH: scaling of volume dS: scaling of dispersion rel.
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07/20– Effective dynamics in QG
Assumptions: continuum limit, effective action
S =
1
2
Z
d%(x)'K'; [%] =  dH; ['] =
dH   [K]
2
Modified dispersion relation, e.g., K( k2) =  `2 2 k2 + k2.
Return probability and spectral dimension
P(ff) /
Z
d~%(k)e ff`
[K]
 K( k2); dS :=  2
d lnP(ff)
d lnff
= 2
dkH
[K]
Anomalous scaling
  =
dH
2
 
dkH
dS
; dS 6= 0
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08/20– UV geometry in QG
dUVH d
k;UV
H d
UV
S  UV  meso & 1
GFT/spin foams/LQG 2 4 1   < 4  3   < 0 3
Causal dynamical triangulations (phase C) 4 4 3=2  2=3
-Minkowski bicovariant r2 (c.i.m.) 1 3 3  1=2
-Minkowski bicross-product r2 (c.i.m.) 1 3 6 0
Stelle gravit 4 4 2 0
String theory (low-energy limit) D D 2 0
Asymptotic safety 4 4 2 0
Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity 4 4 2 0
-Minkowski relative-locality r2 (c.i.m.) 1 3 +1 1=2
-Minkowski bicovariant r2 (o.m.) 4 3 3 1
-Minkowski bicross-product r2 (o.m.) 4 3 6 3=2 3
-Minkowski relative-locality r2 (o.m.) 4 3 +1 2 3
Padmanabhan’s non-local model 4 4 +1 2 3
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09/20– Testing dimensional flow?
Strategy:
1 Concentrate on GW propagation (simpler than production).
2 Model-independent relation between luminosity distance dL
and GW amplitude h.
3 Use standard sirens to place model-independent constraints
on this relation.
4 Apply them to specific QG theories.
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10/20– Luminosity distance dEML
Flux = power per unit area
F =:
L
4(dEML )2
Proper distance r = fi0   fi(z), redshift 1+ z = a0=a.
dEML =
a20
a
r = (1+ z)
Z t0
t(z)
dt
a
= (1+ z)
Z z
0
dz0
H(z0)
Possible modifications in QG: integration measure (distances)
and/or Hubble parameter (dynamics).
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11/20– GW amplitude h in QG (in D = 4)
Local wave zone r fl s    1! : leading term of a !r fl 1
expansion of h(t; r).
Scaling argument from the retarded Green function:
[h=] =   ) h '
F(t; r)
(r2) =2
 =1
/
1
r
:
Cosmological propagation (flat FLRW): r ! ar rule from
covariance:
h /
1
(dEML ) 
) h UV
1
(dEML ) UV
; h IR
1
dEML
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12/20– Master formula
h /
1
dGWL
; dGWL = d
EM
L
"
1 j   1j

dEML
`
 1#
Very similar to models with extra dimensions [Deffayet, Menou 2007;
Pardo et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2018]
h /
1
dGWL
; dGWL = d
EM
L

1+

dEML
Rc
ncD 42nc
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13/20– QG and standard sirens. 1
Standard sirens: optical sources of GW.
BNS GW170817
(LIGO-Virgo public data) and simulated SMBH, dEML = 15:96 Gpc,
z = 2 (proprietary LISA catalogs [CosWG, to appear]).
 =  UV < 1: UV regime of QG unobservable.
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14/20– QG and standard sirens. 2
GW interferometers: dL=dL  0:01  0:2. Detectable QG effect
if  & 1, even when ` = O(`Pl):
dEML
`
 1
& 10 3   10 1
0.1 1 10 100
- 0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
ℓ/ℓPl
Γ
Mesoscopic scales
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15/20– QG and standard sirens. 3
Theories where  =  meso & 1:
Non-commutative -Minkowski spacetime
 meso ' 1+ 596
`2Pl
`2
 1+ 10 120.
Padmanabhan’s model near BH horizon
 meso ' 1+ 52
`2Pl
`2
 1+ 10 120.
QGs with discrete pre-geometries: GFT, spin foams, LQG.
 meso strongly state dependent.
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16/20– Fixed `, infer 
 meso   1 < 0:02; dmesoS   4 < 8%
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17/20– Future work: testing GFT/spin foams/LQG
Numerical analysis of dimensional flow [G.C., Oriti, Thürigen
2013,2014,2015]
 meso can be calculated from realistic quantum states of
geometry.
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18/20– Excluding some LQC semi-classical states
Effective-dynamics LQC. Quantum corrections Pl can be large
[Bojowald, G.C., Tsujikawa, 2011a,b].
Mukhanov equation (wk := aLQChk):
w00k +

(1+ 20Pl)k2  
a00LQC
aLQC

wk = 0 ; aLQC := a

1 
0
2
Pl

dGWL (z)
dEML (z)
=
a
aLQC
' 1+
1
2
0Pl
But the correction is constrained to be too small from the
GW170817 + GRB170817A bound on propagation speed:
0Pl < 10 15.
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19/20– Strain noise and QG
Uncertainty/fuzziness at Planck scales ` = `Pl (intrinsic QG
noise) no greater than the strain noise:
S (Hz 1=2) f (Hz) 
LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA 10 23 102 < 0:47
LISA 10 20 10 2 < 0:54
DECIGO 10 23 10 1 < 0:47
Model-independent bound on the small-scale Hausdorff
dimension of spacetime:
dUVH < 1:9 :
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20/20– Perspective
Different QGs have common non-perturbative effects
present at all scales (dimensional flow).
In most theories, dimensional flow is not observable in
standard-sirens observations. Possible exception: GFT/spin
foams/LQG.
Model-independent bounds are possible and go beyond
back-of-the-envelope arguments about quantum
corrections.
Future work?
LQC in hybrid quantization (avoids speed bound);
full GFT/spin foams/LQG states of quantum geometry;
production of GWs in QG.
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ご清聴ありがとうございました
Thank you
Muchas gracias
Grazie
Muito obrigado
Kiitos paljon
Danke schön
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